AN EASY, EFFECTIVE AND ELEGANT VENTILATION PATHWAY

The VanAir door helps facilitate airflow with sound privacy and aesthetics in mind. Airflow and sound privacy are key components of a comfortable indoor environment. More often than not, they are negatively correlated – the more airflow, the higher the chance of sound penetration.

Modern buildings are designed with greater emphasis on ventilation and balanced airflow movement from the supply to exhaust. A balanced system is able to reduce the load on the ventilation system and reduce leakage or infiltration across the building.

Holistically designed to improve Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) performance and maintain sound privacy, the flush ventilation slots outperform acoustically baffled door/wall grilles. It is a cohesive, single-source unit, engineered, tested and fabricated for full structural integrity. With VanAir doors, there is no need to pierce the door, or specify proud, surface-mounted aftermarket grilles that may interfere with kickplates or be a mismatch for door hardware finishes and the surrounding design goal.
DOORS INFORM AND REFLECT THE INTERIOR DESIGN AESTHETIC

GREENDOR.

BUILDING ON QUALITY
Lynden Door adds value in many ways including:

- Custom factory machining.
- Factory finishing.
- Wider top and bottom rails to allow trimming on site.
- Pre-gated door faces to reduce defects to the absolute minimum.
- An extensive, blended product palette that includes architectural, commercial and standard residential doors.
- Industry-leading green building and environmental health choices, plus a Lynden Door is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody certified.
- Engineered to deliver peak performance and structural integrity of a competitive price – Lynden Door’s consistent high value is an industry standard.
- Unique products and features developed through a profound focus on design.

Many Lynden Door products may be ordered with attributes from the GreenDor® line. This supports green building under the following disciplines:

- HEALTH – No VOC factory finishes, No-Added urea-formaldehyde (USF) components, CEI compliance
- RESOURCE CONSERVATION – Reclaimed wood construction
- FOREST MANAGEMENT – Reusing the wood in Lynden Doors comes from well managed forests
- LEED® – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

With a history of commitment to environmental stewardship, Lynden Door remains dedicated to meeting the requirements for sustainably responsible programs. GreenDor® attributes may be applicable to LEED for Homes, the National Green Building Standard™, GREENGLOBE, Green Globes and North American home builders’ associations programs (such as Build Green®). Contact your Lynden Door representative to discuss options.

SINCE 1978 our business has been built on quality, craftsmanship and staff that carry this legacy of consistency and the culture of quality found at Lynden Door.

Product quality is driven by the hands-on expertise of senior management, technological innovation, and rigorous engineering standards – often exceeding industry standards.

Lynden Door partners with members of the design and construction community committed to high standards of integrity, responsiveness and professionalism. Our distributors share our passion for service.

Open Your Future is our commitment to discovering interior doors as a design element. Our passion for innovation and design excellence, our environmentally focused approach of senior management, and the legacy of consistency and the culture of quality that defines Lynden Door is an environmentally conscious interior. Our passion for innovation and discovery interior doors as a design element.

Let Lynden Door be your guide to building your project. Our distributors share our passion for service.
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Lynden Door’s wood veneer collection contributes beauty and warmth to any space.

Lynden Door’s wood veneer doors provide the beauty and warmth of natural wood. All doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bifolds; 1 3/8” and 1 3/4” thick. All Lynden Door veneers are pre-graded before fabrication to ensure flaw-free surfaces.

Lynden Door distributors can provide matching frames, hinges and casing for a completely integrated look. Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated and STC sound rated doors.

ClearLine Factory Finish

A highly affordable, state of the art, ultra violet cured clear coat finish. Available on all veneer doors. No VOCs.

www.lyndendoor.com
Rediscovery Collection
Architectural Series (LD) doors provide a contemporary look and custom opportunities for vertical grain, horizontal grain or sketchface designs.

Rediscover doors by employing one of these custom designs or exploring other species, configurations and finishes.

The excitement of CARB compliant European styling with an opposing grain in Quarter Sliced African Mahogany, Plain Sliced White Maple, Rift White Oak and Plain Sliced Walnut. Create a bold, modern look at an attractive price!

Refer horizontal grain pair match requests to Lynden Door factory before ordering.
The FineLine collection is suitable for single family, multi-family and hospitality applications, making it a modernizing solution to contemporary spaces.

- Smooth, routed MDF surface.
- Six standard profiles offered in 6’8”, 7’0” and 8’0” heights and up to 4’0” in width.
- Custom sizes and designs are available—contact your Lynden Door representative for more information.
- Specify FineLine GA (groove alignment) for paired door applications.
- Profile lines positioned to accommodate most hardware locations.
- 1-3/8” and 1-3/4” thickness, hollow and solid core available.
- FineLine bi-folds available in the following profiles: Robson, Denman, Parkrose, Montlake.
- 20 Minute fire rated (all sizes) and 45 minute fire rated (up to 3’0” x 7’0” single swing) available as Category A or Category B.

www.lyndendoor.com
Hardboard doors offer great value at an affordable price. Durable and stable, Lynden Door Factory Finished Hardboard doors arrive ready to install with a professionally applied, uniform finish that will keep them attractive and easy to maintain. Lynden Door distributors can provide matching frames, hinges and casing for a completely integrated look.

A variety of finishes are available, covering the spectrum from light to dark. Available in smooth and traditional embossed hardboard. Unfinished and prime coated are also available (see image below).

Be sure to check with your Lynden Door representative for information on new finishes, protective coatings and textures!

All doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bifold; 1 3/8" and 1 3/4" thick.

Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated and STC sound rated doors.
Lynden Door’s molded doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bifold; 1 3/8" and 1 3/4" thick. (Please consult the fold-out Sizing Chart.) All Lynden Door molded panels are factory primed, pre-graded and acclimated before fabrication to produce top quality, stable surfaces. Molded door panels offer an ideal substrate for finish painting. Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated molded panel doors.

Molded doors have become a major force in the residential and light commercial built environment.

Stable Performance

No cracking or panel separation due to seasonal humidity changes.

Superior Value

Compelling design and customization opportunity at a significant value versus solid wood doors.

CARB Phase 2 compliant
The VanAir Door is suitable for commercial spaces, single and multi-family residential, hotels, schools and healthcare facilities.

- Attractive, modern design.
- Provides ventilation across enclosed spaces to balance and alleviate temperature and pressure build-up.
- Creates airflow pathways without the complexity of modifying doors, ceilings and walls to accept ducting, vents and grilles.
- Available up to 4’0” in width and 8’0” in height.
- VanAir is available in a variety of paint grade options, factory finished and veneer. Contact your Lynden Door representative for more information.
Lynden Door's unique product portfolio offers residential (SD), commercial (CD) and architectural (LD) doors all made in one facility. This blended offering allows us to meet the demands of any application. With a history of commitment to environmental stewardship, Lynden Door continually redefines what it means to be a door manufacturer for the sustainability and design excellence our environmentally conscious customers expect. Our environmentally friendly, resource conserving, production process is a chain of custody certified – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™) and Green Globes Certified. Lynden Door strives to make the future a better place to live and work, and continues to add value through innovation and technological advancement.

Lynden Door partners with members of the design and construction community committed to high standards of quality found at Lynden Door. This legacy of consistency and the culture of quality found at Lynden Door provides our customers with the peace of mind that they are receiving the highest quality product on the market.

Lynden Door introduces new quality door products that are designed to provide superior performance and durability, and to help protect the environment. Lynden Door’s GreenDor® products combine the beauty and durability of natural wood with the superior performance and resource conservation that is expected from our environmentally friendly and resource conserving manufacturing process.
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DOORS INFORM AND REFLECT THE INTERIOR DESIGN AESTHETIC

GREENDOR

Many Lynden Door products may be ordered with attributes from the GreenDor® line. This supports green building under the following disciplines:

- HEALTH – No VOC factory finishes, No-Added urea-formaldehyde T&L components, CRI compliance
- RESOURCE CONSERVATION – Recycled content construction
- FOREST MANAGEMENT – Reusing the wood in Lynden Doors comes from well-managed forests
- LEED® – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

With a history of commitment to environmental stewardship, Lynden Door remains dedicated to meeting the requirements for sustainability responsible programs. GreenDor® attributes may be applicable to LEED for Homes, the National Green Building Standard™, NGBS, Green Globes and North American home builders association programs (such as Build Green®). Contact your Lynden Door representative to discuss options.

OPEN YOUR FUTURE

Our distributors share our passion for service, responsiveness and professionalism. Our approach of senior management, this legacy of consistency and the culture on our part, is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified. From the GreenDor™ line. This supports green building under

LEED® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) – Reduced timber construction

FSC gives manufacturers credits for products made from sustainably managed forests. The following disciplines:

- GREEN – Lynden Door products are optionally available to reduce site work and make fast-track projects run smoothly. Factory finishing gives your doors the advantage of precision surface preparation and controlled application environment rather than the dusty, variable conditions typically found on a job site. In addition to enhancing appearance, factory finishing assures proper sealing of all surfaces

Lynden Door adds value in many ways including:

- Custom factory machining.
- Factory finishing.
- Wider top and bottom rails to allow trimming on site.
- Pregraded door faces to reduce defects to the absolute minimum.
- An extensive, blended product palette that includes architectural, commercial and standard residential doors.
- Industry-leading green building and environmental health choices, plus one Lynden Door Series in Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody certified.
- Engineered to deliver peak performance and structural integrity at a competitive price – Lynden Door’s consistent high value is an industry standard.
- Unique products and features developed through a profound focus on design.

BUILDING ON QUALITY

Lynden Door adds value in many ways including:

- Custom factory machining.
- Factory finishing.
- Wider top and bottom rails to allow trimming on site.
- Pregraded door faces to reduce defects to the absolute minimum.
- An extensive, blended product palette that includes architectural, commercial and standard residential doors.
- Industry-leading green building and environmental health choices, plus one Lynden Door Series in Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody certified.
- Engineered to deliver peak performance and structural integrity at a competitive price – Lynden Door’s consistent high value is an industry standard.
- Unique products and features developed through a profound focus on design.

Since 1978, our business has been guided by a commitment to excellence in design, craftsmanship, and customer service. Our commitment is to excellence and we strive to maintain industry standards.

Lynden Door partners with members of the design and construction community committed to high standards of integrity, responsiveness and professionalism. Our distributors share our passion for service, responsiveness and professionalism.
AN EASY, EFFECTIVE AND ELEGANT VENTILATION PATHWAY

The VanAir door helps facilitate airflow with sound privacy and aesthetics in mind. Airflow and sound privacy are key components of a comfortable indoor environment. More often than not, they are negatively correlated—the more airflow, the higher the chance of sound penetration.

Modern buildings are designed with greater emphasis on ventilation and balanced airflow movement from the supply to exhaust. A balanced system is able to reduce the load on the ventilation system and reduce leakage or infiltration across the building.

Holistically designed to improve Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) performance and maintain sound privacy, the flush ventilation slots outperform acoustically baffled door/wall grilles. It is a cohesive, single-source unit, engineered, tested, and fabricated for full structural integrity. With VanAir doors, there is no need to pierce the door, or specify proud, surface-mounted aftermarket grilles that may interfere with kickplates or be a mismatch for door hardware finishes and the surrounding design goal.
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